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ANZ ranked best for FX products and services in
Vietnam
ANZ was ranked No. 1 among foreign FX providers in Vietnam for three categories: FX
products and services, Overall FX services and FX research & market coverage, according to
a recent survey of corporates conducted by Asiamoney magazine.
ANZ Vietnam CEO Tareq Muhmood said: “This is great recognition of what ANZ is building in
Vietnam. This win shows ANZ’s active engagement with customers, and is a huge credit to
the professionalism and commitment of ANZ’s people who everyday help our customers,
local communities and our business to progress.
“Achieving these top rankings this year confirms that we are on the right track to become
the No.1 FX bank in Vietnam,” Mr Muhmood said.
The Asiamoney FX Poll is a direct survey of the market and provides excellent independent
feedback from our clients and the rest of the market. The poll invites senior treasury and
financial executives from listed companies, small to medium sized enterprises, banks, fund
management firms and other financial institutions to give their opinion on FX providers.
In this year’s Asiamoney FX Poll, ANZ has won strong rankings in several categories across
countries in which it operates, including Australia, Hong Kong, Korea, China, The Philippines
and Taiwan.
ANZ was among the first international banks to operate in Vietnam, establishing its first
office in 1993. ANZ has 10 branches and transaction points in Vietnam offering a full range
of services including Retail Banking, Commercial Banking for small, medium and emerging
businesses, as well as Institutional Banking. In June 2012, the bank was voted “The Best
International Trade Bank in Vietnam” by Trade Finance Magazine.
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